URBAN FURNITURE COLLECTION

ABOUT ARTFORM URBAN
Artform Urban Furniture is at the cutting edge
of integrated landscape design and our mission
is to supply the world’s most aspirational and
design-led street furniture products, bringing
to life the visions of Landscape Architects,
Designers & Specifiers.
Using our exclusive UK partnerships with
leading manufacturers and design studios on
the global street furniture stage, we are able
to provide world class, exclusive collections of
integrated public realm furniture to enhance any
external works scheme.
The resulting breadth and depth of architectural
products offered by Artform Urban Furniture
represent an unparalleled quality and diversity
within the UK street furniture industry.
We also provide a full and professional
consultative service on tailored and bespoke
street furniture design, either adapting an
existing product in our range or developing
street furniture concepts from the start, to fulfil
your aspirations.

PROJECTS
Artform have worked with a range of architectural and landscaping professionals in many areas and regions.
Below are some of the key sectors that we strive to supply the most suitable street furniture to.

SECTORS
SOCIAL

EDUCATION

RETAIL

URBAN

HEALTH

GREEN SPACES

A connection to others
can ignite a happier
and more fulfilling
lifestyle, outdoor public
and residential spaces
can make changes to
improve people’s quality
of life.

Education facilities are
hives of activity that
require careful planning,
to ensure maximum
space usage.

Shopping centres, retail
parks, outlet villages
and high streets are all
energetic hubs that are
full of people bustling to
the next shop or stall.

Built-up areas and city
centres have elements
from all of the other
sectors.

With an aging population
and increasing demands
on the National Health
Service, a focus on
patient recovery is vital.

Public parks and green
spaces are used by a
diverse range of visitors
and require a high level
of maintenance and
management.

Artform can provide
their knowledge and
experience to create
environments that
enhance sociability.
External spaces can
invoke many emotional
and cognitive responses
from users if planned.

Public spaces naturally
encounter high levels of
Furniture impacts the
use and can encourage
way that spaces are used social gathering, as well
by visitors, encouraging
as allowing people to
them to browse for
pause and take in the
atmosphere.
longer, and making
the experience more
Street furniture can help
relaxing, thus inspiring
to create and balance
By developing external them to return.
communities.
spaces, universities and
colleges can expand
living, working and
learning experiences on
campus.
Higher education
institutions aim to
provide an enriched
campus experience
to attract and retain
the best students and
faculty.

Utilising outdoor spaces
to create quiet, stressfree zones that have an
excess of greenery and
wildlife is essential to
providing a top level of
healthcare.
Simple remedies such
as access to fresh air
and taking in sunlight are
vital to ongoing health.

Making full use of the
space available is crucial
to attracting more
people and building a
community.
Heritage parks,
fashioned by renowned
designers must maintain
their original concept
whilst stepping into
the future with smart
technology.

PROJECTS

Upfit

SOCIAL

BOA Bench - Leeds Waterfront

MultipliCITY Table

Loop - Copenhagen

PROJECTS

Pack Litter Bin - The University of Sheffield

EDUCATION

FGP Range - Edge Hill University

Spencer Litter Bin - Keele University

Plateau Picnic Table - Royal Holloway, University of London

PROJECTS

Multiplicity Bench & Box Wood litter Bin- MOTO Rugby Services, Warwickshire

RETAIL

Moka Bollards - Teesbay Retail Park

Up Bench - Islington Square

Strata Beam Seating & Ecomix Litter Bin - Angel Central, London

PROJECTS

Bespoke Timber Benches - Tombola Headquarters

URBAN

Bespoke Cumaru Benches - Wood Wharf, London

Square Aluminium & Timber Picnic Sets - Deansgate Square, Manchester

Spencer Litter Bin - East India Dock, London

PROJECTS

Moka Bollard. Cube Corten. Concrete Planters and Benches - Ada Belfield Centre & Belper Library, Derby

HEALTH

Wellspring Tables & Chairs - Friarage Hospital, North Yorkshire

Loop Arc Benches - Wythenshawe Hospital, Manchester

PROJECTS

GREEN SPACES

Box litter Bin - Elephant Park, London

Cobra Bench - Brunswick Park, Manchester

Point Sun - RHS Wisley Gardens, Surrey

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
ABOUT OUR BESPOKE
SERVICE
Artform Urban Furniture not only has access
to the world leading brands in street furniture
design, but we also offer a full in house design
service through our Artform Bespoke Solutions
team. With full SolidWorks, Visualize Pro and
AutoCAD design software, a UK based fabrication
plant and a complete assembly unit located at our
UK head office in Cheshire, our knowledgeable
and experienced team pride itself on the ability
to create any bespoke street furniture and public
realm elements, to your exact requirements and
specification.
It may be a simple adaptation to an existing
product range or a complete one off scheme
taken from an initial concept idea. Using our
vast industry experience and years of working
with architects and designers throughout the
UK, we engage at all levels and provide a fully
consultative and collaborative approach to the
outdoor environment with complete consideration
to aesthetics, performance and importantly
budget.
We provide a wide range of material options
including steel, stainless steel, aluminium, timber,
granite and UHPC (Ultra High Performance
Concrete), offered in a variety of finishes.
Lysimeters at Newcastle University - Artform designed, manufactured
and installed 10 enormous lysimeters that are to be used by researchers
at the Urban Science Department.
A lysimeter is a device which can be used to measure the amount of
actual evapotranspiration which is released by plants.

DESIGN
From our initial consultation meetings and discussions, we take your conceptual
ideas and turn them into visual renders, giving an indication of aesthetics,
geometry, material finishes and sample specification, plus of course a budgeted
cost. Our engineers and designers have a wealth of experience in street furniture
manufacture, be it a simple litter bin, through to a more complex bench, shelter or
planter.

BUILD
With two modern fabrication plants and a flexible and skilled workforce,
we can turn your approved street furniture designs into reality. Our extensive
supply chain provides a full range of finishing services; from galvanising, powder
coating and anodising, plus a wide and diverse choice of hardwood timbers.
All products are assembled, finished and inspected at our Cheshire based
assembly plant prior to dispatch and delivery to site. If required we can provide a
fully experienced and professional installation service.

INSTALL

MATERIALS
ABOUT OUR MATERIALS
Artform Urban Furniture provide exceptional
material options to ensure the products on the
street are the absolute finest the world has to
offer.
Material options include: Corten Steel, Ultra
High Performance Concrete, Aluminium,
Stainless Steel & hardwoods. Sustainable
materials are also considered with the use of
recycled plastic and responsibly sourced and
certified timber. All metal elements used within
our product range are recyclable.
All materials have a range of finishes to
enhance the quality and the lifespan of the
products.
Cutting edge products are combined with
external lighting systems or ground breaking
and innovative smart technology to provide an
accomplished blend of uses.

Stone Bench - Marblestone / Granite

CONCRETE / STONE

Strata Beam Table & Bench - Cast Concrete

Gavitello Litter Bin - High Performance Concrete

Union Bench - Concrete

MATERIALS

Tulip Litter Bin - Brushed Stainless Steel

Chipman Chairs - Powder Coated Steel

Connect Shelter 2.0 - Cast Aluminium

METAL

Size Planter - Corten

FGP Seat - Anodised Aluminium

MATERIALS

Harris Isola

TIMBER

Canape Seat - Castle Street, Macclesfield

Sedis Seat

Parallel 42

MATERIALS

Plateau Picnic Table

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE

MATERIALS

HopOp Stools

PLASTIC

Chill Seat

Loop Recycled

Loop Cone

LIGHTING

HOPOP 500 LIGHT - Provides functionality in the dark – inviting users to rest or play during the day and transforming into luminous dots
in space after sunset.

TORRES LIGHTING - A beautiful complement to urban landscapes from traditional to contemporary architecture.

POINT SUN - powered entirely by solar energy, no cables, works for up to 8 hours.

Plateau Point Sun - a picnic table with integrated ambient solar lighting

SOLAR TECH

SMART TECH

THE GO-OUTDOOR TABLE - with integrated power, glare reduction lighting, display mounting and solar power.

THE PLATEAU SUN HUB - interactive picnic table, built-in technology, entirely solar powered.

SMART SHELTERS

UPFIT is an adaptive structure with a modern style and endless flexibility to transform spaces into small community hangouts that
invite people to create experiences.

CONNECT SHELTER 2.0 - interspersed LED lighting powered by grid or solar panels, tempered glass, aluminium frame.

PARTNERS
Artform Urban Furniture are proud to be the UK partners to some of the world’s leading designers and manufacturers of
design led, architectural street furniture.
We can help bring your visions to life. Take a look through our exclusive ranges, and you will find products that you
won’t find anywhere else in the UK; from leading manufacturers and design studios, including Landscape Forms (USA),
Metalco (Italy) and out-sider (Denmark)

Landscape Forms is the USA’s leading
manufacturer of high-quality, design-led street
furniture.

Metalco has a comprehensive range of highquality street furniture that is available in the UK
exclusively from Artform.

out-sider, based in Copenhagen, offers unique and
colourful furniture with a clear design philosophy
to create multifunctional products for all ages.

With an annual turnover of 120 million dollars,
over 300 employees and an outstanding
reputation for high-quality materials and service.

Attention to detail and care for the environment
makes Metalco a perfect choice for architectural
street furniture.

An overall progressive approach to designing
urban furnishings, and establishing new forms
and methods.

PART OF THE BAILEY STREET FURNITURE GROUP

bailey
group
street furniture

Artform Urban Furniture is part of the Bailey Street Furniture Group a privately owned collection of individual
companies serving the construction sector, providing a wide range of street furniture, playground elements and
associated services to the public realm, commercial and educational schemes throughout the UK.
Find out more by visiting www.bsfg.co.uk
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